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The future of smooth green snakes is in our hands.

Smooth, Green, and Good
THE SMOOTH GREEN SNAKE RETURNS TO ITS ILLINOIS ROOTS

M

ORE THAN 60 PERCENT of Illinois (22

people walked. Research from the Calumet region

est Conservation Need,” smooth green snakes lack

million acres) once consisted of prairie

conducted in the late 1940s and early 1950s notes

detailed statewide demographic data to designate

ecosystems prior to European settle-

similar prevalence from mark-recapture studies.

them “state-threatened” or “state-endangered”.

ment. The Illinois Natural History Survey’s Prairie

“While smooth green snakes persist in fairly high

They are a species of special concern in Iowa, state-

Research Institute estimates 2,000 acres of remnants

densities in a handful of larger remnant prairie sites,
most of the populations closer to the city either be-

endangered in Indiana and Ohio, and believed to

exist today. For the smooth green snake, this loss
has been cataclysmic even though their home range

came isolated by roads or their sites were destroyed,”

consists of grasslands extending from northern
Canada to Northern Mexico east to Virginia and
west to Wyoming.

said Allison Sacerdote-Velat, Curator of Herpetology, Chicago Academy of Sciences (CAS)/Peggy
Notebaert Nature Museum. Of historical sites that
still have habitat in Lake, McHenry, and DuPage

From common to scarce

Counties, only about 23 percent yielded smooth

Accounts from the turn of the 20th century describe

green snakes.

smooth green snakes moving through grasslands as
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Currently listed as an “Illinois Species in Great-
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be extirpated from Missouri. Other states in their
home range record noticeable losses from sites
where these snakes were once common. Reintroduction combined with monitoring offers hope
for a species that controls pests and provides sustenance for other predators on the food chain.
Getting started
Before Lake County Forest Preserves (LCFP) began

The smooth green snakes are ready to move from an incubator to the field.

its wildlife monitoring program in 2008, staff biologists used historical notes and anecdotes to grasp
general populations.
Two years later, LCFP began working with CAS
to supplement existing populations at three sites in
Lake County, increasing populations in areas where
smooth green snakes occurred in low numbers.
“Models [used for determining reintroduction
locations] take into account the amount of area
in both restored and remnant grassland, sedge
meadow, and oak savanna, size of the preserve, surrounding road density, distance to river, railroad
embankments (as potential corridors) and distance
to the nearest preserve,” explains Sacerdote-Velat.
“We also use geographic information systems (GIS)
to rank the cost of crossing different land use types
surrounding preserves, such that we can select sites
with the greatest ease of potential natural colonization in the future.” It takes approximately 100 snakes
to attain a viable population, and this process takes
several years.

The snakes will travel in a soft cloth bag to their destination.
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Love It (and Leave It!)

People view the snakes before their release.

Prior to the reintroduction at a Citizens for

A Soft Release

Conservation (CFC) natural area, CAS conducted

Using a “soft release”, Sacerdote-Velat placed two

several months of surveys, and didn’t find a single

groups of 11 snakes in two outdoor enclosures

green snake. CFC’s Restoration Committe Chair

dug into the soil in areas with access to vegeta-

• It is not too big at 11-20” long

Jim Vanderpoel concurs, “I’ve never seen one in al-

tion and natural cover. Water was provided in case

• Camouflages well, is green as grass,

most 20 years of looking.”

the weather was hot and dry. Compared to “hard

• Smooth Green Snake (Opheodrys
aestivus) can be interpreted as a wood
serpent of summer

so it’s easy to miss
• Hides beneath logs, rocks, or shrubs
when not searching for food
• Eats caterpillars, grasshoppers, spiders,

In July, 22 smooth green snake yearlings—12 fe-

release” (with no acclimation enclosures), soft re-

male and 10 male—were released at the natural area

lease snakes show greater connection to the release

based on habitat suitability, geography, and popu-

area, enabling more recaptures for easier monitor-

lations of other snakes (namely garter and brown

ing.

snakes). The property was one of a few sites in Lake

Following the soft release in July, CAS moni-

• Moves deftly to escape larger snakes,

County that received the high rankings necessary

tored the site twice each week until the first frost,

crows, opossums, skunks, and people

for consideration. In DuPage County, the focus is

measuring, weighing, and identifying each snake

• Plays well with others: Hibernates with

releasing hatchlings back to nest sites to compare

encountered. When conducting wildlife reintro-

the efficacy of head-starting through hatching

duction research, scientists must gather data for

versus first-year reintroductions. Using Vortex, a

at least five years to evaluate the success of their

genetic diversity and heterozygosity population

efforts. At other sites, Glowacki reports that en-

modeling software program, LCFP Wildlife Biolo-

counter rates are increasing and snakes seem to

gist Gary Glowacki and Sacerdote-Velat will analyze

be surviving at higher levels. “The biggest threat is

population viability to determine future releases in

getting them out of the egg,” says Glowacki. When

the region.

there is too much moisture, smooth green snake

crickets, moth larvae, and beetles

other species of snakes in rodent
burrows each winter
• Non-venomous, but emits a foulsmelling fluid
• Not a pet! Green snakes are wild
animals protected by law
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The snakes are released into a secured space that will protect them.

eggs rot. With excessive heat and dryness, the eggs desiccate. Viable eggs are
attractive food for voracious insects and small mammals.
Natural Corridors
“Having a variety of habitats that can be suitable in different years is always
what we’re striving for,” explains Glowacki. For the smooth green snake,
sites with sedge meadows, oak savannas, and wet prairies are essential.
Acreage is less of a concern, as smooth green snakes maintain home ranges
less than 325 square feet. “Reproductive females make linear nesting movements typically within [328 - 656 feet] 100-200 meters of their main activity
area,” Sacerdote-Velat said. Selecting reintroduction sites with habitat for
nesting, foraging, and overwintering, scientists endeavor to reduce losses
incurred by snakes crossing roads by using sites with natural corridors such
as creeks, rivers, and regionally connected natural areas. “We know [snakes]
use railroad and power line right-of-ways to disperse to new sites,” adds
Sacerdote-Velat.
While bringing back smooth green snakes may not sound appealing
to someone who is ophidiophobic, these endearing creatures are harmless
to people and essential to the ecological make up of local natural areas as
insectivores and sustenance for larger predators. Secretive and quick, they
have no interest in being seen, but are more likely to be heard. Perhaps one
day naturalists will document these stunning reptiles swishing through
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more open spaces in our region and beyond.

April Anderson is a naturalist
and freelance writer who can be
contacted at team.nature.ed@
gmail.com.
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